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Surles keeps full retirement package
By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

Former President Carol
Surles’ premature resignation
will not affect her retirement
benefits package, said the chair
of the Eastern Board of Trustees.
BOT Chair Nate Anderson
said Surles’ resignation came as a
surprise, but that her illnessshortened term will not affect
her retirement compensation.
“Certainly, you don’t antici-

pate the term ending like that,”
he said.
The BOT should reach a formal agreement on the terms of
the retirement package at its
Oct. 15 meeting, Anderson said.
The BOT’s attorneys are currently examining details of the
agreement and their interpretation will affect the trustees’ final
decision.
Anderson also said the agreement contains certain provisions
that the board has yet to agree
upon.

In March of 1999, Surles
became Eastern’s eighth president, as well as the university’s
first woman and first minority
president. At the time, she
signed a three-year contract with
a base salary of $176,000.
Interim
President
Lou
Hencken will earn an annual
salary of $165,000 while serving
as president.
Surles resigned on July 24 to
pursue a treatment plan for her
breast cancer. In September of
2000, she underwent surgery for

breast cancer and last March
Surles underwent extensive tests
at MD Anderson Cancer Center
in Houston, where her treatment
plan was developed.
As part of her plan, Surles
will undergo additional surgery.
In approving her retirement
package, Anderson said the
trustees “will be appreciative” of
Surles’ efforts, as they were when
former President David Jorns’s
tenure came to an end.
Anderson said the BOT will
now move towards selecting a

new full-time president for the
university, calling it the board’s
“number one priority.” At the
next, meeting the BOT is scheduled to announce the chair of the
presidential search committee.
The search for a new president will follow the same procedure implemented in Surles’
selection. A member of the board
will chair a university-wide
search advisory committee. The
position is scheduled to be posted early next year and the goal is
to fill the vacancy by next fall.

Riders like
shuttle changes
By Brandi Volk
Staff writer

The many changes that have
been made to the Panther
Express schedule have been
recieved well by those involved,
and the change may prove to be
for the better.
Frequent stops, adjusted times
and deleted stops are just some of
the changes made since last year
that students may have noticed in
the shuttle bus service since
school resumed.
“We looked at all the problems they had last year with all
the schedules being changed and
moved around and thought if we
had a schedule the first day back,
people would be using it the first
day back,” said Student Body
President Hugh O’Hara.
During the summer, O’Hara
met with students as well as
Student Senate Speaker Joe
Robbins, Interim President Lou
Hencken and Dean Johns, the
head bus driver, to talk about the
schedule.
O’Hara and Robbins wrote
the schedule during the middle of
July and ran it by the administration.
“Now we have a concise
schedule; just from observing at
the union on a nice day, there has
been a good amount of people
riding,” O’Hara said. “I think
this is a really good schedule.”
The shuttle buses circulate

every 30 minutes this year,
instead of every hour, as they did
last year, said Scott Harrison,
owner of H & H Shuttle Service.
The route to Mattoon and the
Showplace 8 movie theater has
been eliminated because of low
ridership. The runs to downtown
Charleston have also been cut
back.
“There
was
nobody riding it, and it was taking up too much time,” O’Hara
said.
Students and drivers seem to
think the changes are for the better.
“Last year, they didn’t have it
organized. Overall, I looked at it
as grim. The bus is nicer this year.
I see it everywhere,” said Vermail
Price, a junior family and consumer science major.
Don Ganer, one bus driver,
said the students seem to be satisfied with the new setup.
“I have a lot more kids riding
this year and more stops. They
(students) seem to be happy,” he
said.
Harrison said other drivers
also have said the schedule is
working well.
Adina Green, a sophmore
political science major, said with
the new schedule, the buses are
now around more often.
“There’s always a bus, and
they’re nicer,” Green said. “Wait
until winter, and it will be
packed. They’re nice to have in
the winter.”

Kate Mitchell / Associate photo editor

Mark Palmieri, a freshman business marketing major, and P.J. Bailey, a freshman undecided major, converse on
the Panther Express Wednesday afternoon. Both students were riding the bus to Carman Hall.

Homecoming committee brings bonfire back as part of festivities
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor

The Homecoming committee
this year will provide students with
some completely new events as well
as some returning events, said Shara
Koch, homecoming coordinator and

a senior physical education major.
“We are bringing window painting back this year, as well as the bonfire,” Koch said.
The bonfire was not held last year
because of safety issues.
In addition, the committee will
have two days of fun games instead of

one, as it has been in the past.
Preliminary and final rounds will take
place, Koch said.
In an effort to make campus more
festive during homecoming week, the
window painting competition will be
divided into two categories — the
residence halls and the Recognized

Student Organizations, said Ceci
Brinker, director of Student Life.
RSOs will paint the windows in
the walkway of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union as they
have in the past, and residence halls
will paint the windows in their lobbies, Brinker said.

The residence halls used to paint
their lobby windows for this competition, Brinker said.
School spirit days will take place
on the Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
of homecoming week to boost spirit
See BONFIRE Page 9
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Training to discuss harassment
By Erika Larson
Activities editor

The phrase “sexual harassment,” now a buzz word in the
media, businesses and institutions, is one whose definition
may need a little fine-tuning for
the uninformed.
Sexual Harassment Training,
a program sponsored by the
Office of Civil Rights, will be
held from 9 to 10:30 a.m. on
Tuesday
in
the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The training will consist of
explaining the definition of sexual harassment and how university policy applies to students,
faculty and staff, said Rob
Miller, civil rights office associate director and leader of the
training.
He said the training will be
very interactive. After some dis-

cussion about terms and definitions, participants will break into
groups to discuss what they
think about certain scenarios
dealing with sexual harassment.
“The scenarios are usually
derived from situations that have
occurred on other campuses or
have gone to court, and some are
hypothetical,” Miller said.
He said audience participation is encouraged. “The training is pretty relaxed, and anybody can ask questions at any
time.”
The main purpose of the
training is to make people aware
of the topic, he said. “We really
want to create the most welcoming campus we can.”
He encouraged people to
come because “they may not ever
be the victim of harassment or
harass anybody, but by learning
about harassment, maybe they
can help somebody in the
future.”

Though women have traditionally been thought of as the
victims of sexual harassment,
Miller said the Supreme Court
has ruled that the gender of the
victim doesn’t matter.
“Actually, events involving
men as victims have increased
over the years,” he said. “The law
applies equally to everybody.”
The Civil Rights Office does
8 to 12 of these trainings a year,
and Miller said they have
received a very positive response
from people who attend.
“Participants really seem to
like the material, and they
respond very favorably,” he said.
The training is open to anybody, but seating is reserved.
Anyone interested should call
the Civil Rights Office at 5815020 by Monday to reserve a
seat.
Another session will be held
on Monday, Sept. 17 at the same
time and location.

three-day

forecast
today

83°
68°
partly
sunny, rain

Saturday
78°
53°
chance
of rain

Sunday
71°
48°
partly
sunny, rain

Laundry time
Brian
Johnson,
senior
zoology
major, loads his
clothes into a dryer
at 10th Street Easy
Wash
Laundry
Thursday afternoon.
Easy Wash Laundry
is the closest laundromat
to
my
house,
Johnson
said.
Kate Mitchell / Associate
photo editor
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Sculptor to discuss his work this weekend
By Erika Larson
Activities editor

Sculpting
artist
Paul
Dresang, who is nationally
known for his ceramic sculptures of realistic-looking leather
bags, will present a two-day
workshop and lecture on his
work this weekend.
The workshop will be held
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday in the ceramics lab
of the Doudna Fine Arts
Center. Dresang’s slide lecture is
scheduled for 7 p.m. Friday in
Tarble Arts Center.

Michael Watts, Tarble Arts
Center director, said Dresang
will be lecturing about his own
work Friday evening.
Possible subjects Dresang
will cover include how his artwork is developed and where he
gets some of the ideas for his
work.
Dresang, who is also a ceramics teacher at Southern Illinois
University in Edwardsville, currently has artwork on display in
Tarble in the exhibition
“Hardened by Fire: Illinois
Ceramics Invitational.”
Dresang will show how he

creates his ceramic sculptures in
the workshop, Watts said. “He’ll
be showing the materials and
processes he uses to create his
artwork.”
Glen Hild, art department
chair, said, “It’s not a hands-on
workshop. They (attendees) will
just be watching the artist.”
Hild said the program is open
to “anybody and everybody” and
especially people interested in
contemporary crafts.
“Anyone interested in seeing
a nationally recognized artist
show his secrets would have a
great opportunity,” he said.

Watts recommended that
those who attend should be serious about ceramics and ceramic
sculpture.
Dresang’s work has recently
been featured in over five major
ceramics exhibitions across the
country and he has earned
numerous grants and awards for
his artwork.
His work has also been
shown in more than 10 museums, institutions and galleries
throughout the United States.
The weekend workshop and
lecture are free, and the public is
invited to attend.
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Colleges need
student deans

CAA OKs
four-credit
film class

By Aaron Swiercz

Student government editor

By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

The Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday unanimously approved the addition of a new honors-level senior seminar
course.
Film and Contemporary Society, a modified honors-level senior seminar course,
will be offered starting next semester.
English professor Parley Boswell visited
the council to elaborate on the make-up of
the course. She wrote the course proposal
and teaches the current version of the
course.
Boswell said the course focuses on the
history, aesthetic and technical aspects of
film. Students view eight to 10 full-length
films throughout the semester, along with
various film clips. The course also features
several readings and extensive research that
students do outside of class.
The class accounts for four credit hours
because it is honors-level, and Boswell said
the course regimen reflects its upper-division status.
“We’re using books that many film
schools use in graduate studies,” she said.
In other business, the CAA added
another senior seminar course proposal to
its agenda. Next week, the council will consider approving The European Union: A
Multi-Cultural, Web-Enhanced Approach.
The course, which is worth three credit
hours, would introduce students to the culture, language and educational policies of
European countries.
The CAA also announced a communication from Frank McCormick, an English
professor, regarding a guest lecturer that
will visit campus next week.
On Thursday, Sept. 13, the Phi Beta
Kappa Association of East Central Illinois
will present its 13th annual fall lecture.
Ursula Goodenough, biology professor
at Washington University, will present
“The Sacred Depths of Nature” at 7:30
p.m. in the Buzzard Hall Auditorium
Room 1501.

Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor

Going to pot
Megan Tobin, a senior elementary education major, carefully throws a porcelain vessel on a
pottery wheel Thursday evening in a classroom in the Doudna Fine Arts Building.

Make your parents
proud. Be a staff writer
for the DEN

Several student dean positions are vacant
and waiting to be filled, according to the student vice president for academic affairs.
Jessica Catto said the positions are “very
important.”
“We really need to get them filled,” she
said. “I still need student deans for the College
of Business, the College of Arts and
Humanities, the College of Education, and
the Graduate School.”
The deans work hand-in-hand with the
administrative deans and field all the concerns
of students that have a major in that particular college.
“This is a great opportunity to develop
leadership skills and interact with the faculty,”
said Nick Owens, student dean of the College
of Sciences.
“You get to meet a lot of people and get
involved in activities you may not have known
about in the past.
“In order to stay informed on all areas of
study on this campus, I count on the student
deans to report to me about what is going on
in their individual colleges.”
“The student deans have a meeting with
me once a week to discuss their individual
progress and ask me any questions they can
think of,” Catto said.
Reporting to Catto is just one of the proscribed duties for the office of student dean.
Aside from meeting with Catto, the student deans from the colleges meet with each
other to discuss situations they each face.
They are also responsible for informing the
students of their colleges about what is transpiring on campus academically.
“Student deans remain in contact with the
administrative dean of their college on a regular basis, so they should be most wellinformed on what goes on,” Catto said.
The deans also serve as the head of the
Student Advisory Council of their colleges,
which is a group of students with majors in a
particular college who come together and discuss changes and make comments about the
way that college conducts itself.
“Anyone interested in these positions
should pick up an application in the Student
Activities Center on the second floor of the
Union, fill it out and leave it in my mailbox,”
Catto said.
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Get ready for
football season
aturday evening one of the nation’s top
Division I-AA football teams will take to the
field in your own backyard – and there’s no
reason not to go.
Eastern takes on Indiana State Saturday night at 6
p.m. with tailgating beginning at 4:30 p.m. and running up until 10 minutes before game time.
The Panthers have
never finished a season
First game of the
ranked as high as they
season this Saturday
start the 2001 campaign.
Students should head over to
Eastern ranks 10th in
O’Brien Stadium and cheer the
one national poll and
Panthers to victory.
12th in another. Their
best finish ever at the I-AA level was a No. 14 ranking in 1995.
Eastern’s football team has a chance to improve on
that and students, faculty and community members
all have the opportunity to be a part of a memorable
athletic season.
It hasn’t been that long since fans enjoyed the awesome experience of following the 2000 football team
to a playoff appearance, the basketball team to a bid
in the NCAA Tournament last March and the baseball team to a remarkable 19-1 conference record in
the spring.
This football season promises to provide much of
the same excitement. There’s no reason the great
sense of Eastern pride that capped off the 2000-2001
school year shouldn’t continue, beginning with
Saturday’s game.
It was only six months ago students were lining up
for hours to get their hands on that Eastern Illinois
March Madness T-shirt. This fall we expect a similar
experience with those same fans lining up to tailgate
and file into O’Brien Stadium to watch one of the
nation’s elite teams.
It’s that immense support from a university community that gives teams on the field the extra advantage to pull out a win. Men’s basketball coach Rick
Samuels can testify to that, as we packed Lantz
Arena to propel his team to an undefeated record at
home a year ago.
That same kind of intensity should carry over to
this season, with thousands of fans jamming into
O’Brien Stadium to give the Panthers that extra
advantage that will push them to the top.
A finish in the top eight rankings nation means an
automatic home game in the first round of the 2001
playoffs. That, for head football coach Bob Spoo and
his team is an ultimate goal, but it can’t be done
without the support that embraced last year’s teams.
So the time has arrived once again. Those who
enjoyed the experience last season know the exciting
roller coaster is about to begin. Those who didn’t
must be sure not to miss out on the action this time
around.

S

■ The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

ave you ever
noticed how more
and more people
in this society
don’t care about the welfare of
others? Take for instance a
story in USA Today which ran
Aug. 30. A 26-year-old
woman who threatened suicide
Amanda Douglass
on a Seattle bridge was taunted Senior photographer
by motorists to jump. They
said, “Jump, b****!” Here is a woman who is mentally
unstable and she is ultimately pushed over the edge by
people who want her to jump so they can get to work on
time!
My Friday night reminded me of how people just don’t
care about others. I went to Springfield with two guys (I’ll
call them John and Brian) for a night of dancing at a
place called The Spot. There weren’t many people there,
so we decided to check out a bar called Boone’s Saloon a
few blocks away.
We were walking across the street right in front of
Boone’s when I noticed a truck coming down the road
toward us. I told the guys to hurry across and after we
reached the sidewalk, we were splattered with a whole
bunch of something. I was in shock. I looked down and
saw something pink and gooey on my shoe.
I said, “What was that?” One of the guys said,
“Strawberry milkshake.” My whole back and pants were
soaked in the sticky mess. John got splashed on his back,
too, and was ready to spit nails. Here we are getting ready
to have some fun and a couple of rude people decide to
ruin our spirits and our night.
We got cleaned up as best we could in the men’s bathroom and tried to forget about the incident. We decided
to drive back to our hometown Decatur and hit one of the
bars there. I was the DD and I drove us home.
We were coming up a slight ramp with two concrete

More women needed in
science, math fields

Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

■ Amanda

Douglass is a senior journalism major and a guest
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
acdouglass@eiu.edu Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

This editorial previously ran in the
Daily Illini.
Recruiting and retaining women to
study and work in the hard sciences
has proved to be a difficult task, both
at the university and at a national
level. Less than one in five undergraduate engineers on campus last
semester was female, according to the
university’s final spring 2000 enrollment report. In some fields like computer science, retention of women
across the country is actually in
decline.
Potential reasons for this trend
vary. Some in these fields say the
problem is cynical — women see few
female teaching assistants and professors in math, science and engineering
and are without role models. Few

EDITORIAL BOARD

The Daily

walls on both sides. I looked up
to see a car coming down the
“By the end of the ramp spinning out of control
smoke spewing from the
night I just wanted with
back. I stopped the car and
to go home where said, “Oh God!” The guys said,
“It’s alright. Just go.” I stayed
everything was
where I was and it was a good
safe.”
thing because the car turned
real fast in front of us and sped
away.
The rear end of the car was smashed like the driver had
been hitting everything in sight! Yet another example of
people not caring about others.
I thought the night couldn’t get any worse than it had
been ... wrong! We made it to a bar and hung out for a
while until it started closing at 2 a.m. Upon leaving, two
guys started arguing with Brian saying, “We’ve seen you
giving us dirty looks all night!”
One guy ended up punching Brian in the jaw and an
older guy broke it up and slammed the first guy on the
concrete and started choking him! While John was breaking up that fight, a bartender attacked Brian and Brian
slammed him on the ground and started punching him.
And then the two guys who’d started the whole thing got
two more guys and they started after Brian.
I hadn’t seen fists flying like that since high school. I
just stood there shaking and thinking “Why are they even
fighting?”
By the end of the night, I just wanted to go home
where everything was safe. I can’t believe people act so
uncaring toward others. After a night like that, I’ve realized that anything can happen to anyone at any time,
especially in a world full of idiots.

CHRIS SIEVERS
MATT NEISTEIN
MICHELLE JONES
JOE RYAN
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON
BILL RUTHHART

Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor

women enter these disciplines to
begin with; even fewer stay in the
hard sciences until graduation.
More needs to be done to attract
women in these fields that are generally considered “male.” Women have
made great advancements in fields
that were typically dominated by
men, such as law, communications
and medicine. But for whatever reason, it’s hard for women to jump this
hurdle in most of the hard sciences.
In response, the university has
sponsored various programs to combat the apparent gender gap in these
fields. During the first week in
August, Women in Engineering hosted a summer camp for girls in elementary school. Girls get to explore

the university’s virtual reality CAVE,
deal with concepts in physics, math
and chemistry. Most importantly, they
interact with female faculty in these
areas.
The university has other tactics,
such as reserving dorm floors for
females who participate in the
Women in Math, Science and
Engineering program and linking
female students with female faculty.
But this program is unique in that it
addresses what is the heart of the
problem; studies show girls lose interest in the sciences when they hit adolescence. This summer camp takes a
preemptive approach by targeting seventh-and eighth-grade girls.
If science fails to attract women,
the field is essentially cutting its
resources in half. Research and development in these fields at a national
level will suffer if this gender gap isn’t
studied, treated and eventually closed.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cdsievers@eiu.edu

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Jeans,
jeans
and
more
jeans

Photo illustration by Sara Figiel/ Photo editor

Denim: The latest fall fashion
trend for the Eastern student
By Julie Ferguson
Online features editor

he monotonous wardrobes in many students’ closets are in need of some spice,
dazzle and new style. Sick of waking up
everyday and rolling out of bed in flannel
pajama pants? Tired of wearing the same
Eastern sweatshirt? Trying to find something to wear
can often be challenging for a typical college student.
Fall has arrived and so has denim.
Chris Halsey, the Charleston Maurice’s store manager for 13 years, has seen college students go through
many different fashion trends. Halsey says, “There is a
size and fit of denim for all of our customers.”
Although the waistband has evolved through the
years, denim jeans are still as popular
as ever for today’s American consumer. A press release said
whether they are sitting on the
waist, or belted with a riveted
belt, denim jeans for the early fall
season are still making an
impact.
“College students should
dress in so many layers,
especially in the fall,” said
Hines. When it comes to
denim, students simply
want more of it.
Denim jackets go with
anything and are back in
style, said Julia North, an
associate manager of Gap
Outlet in Tuscola. Flare
jeans, denim jackets and regular boot-cut jeans are definitely the latest trend.
The main problem,
Halsey said, is that men do
not think ahead about the
weather changing, and buy
items they can wear now
such as short sleeves.
Women, on the other
hand, are thinking ahead
about what they want to
wear. Halsey said
men are pretty simple in style.

T

Stores with men’s
clothing will offer a new
exclusive line of clothing
called
Industrial
Exchange. This line
offers men a new feel
in denim according to
a recent press release.
The sandblasted ring
spun material, which
is made by twisting
yarns to give them a
stronger weave, a vertical line appearance and a
soft texture, is the best
denim money can buy
and is available in four different fits.
Scott Muhr, a senior
finance major said he wears
khaki cargo with a lightweight sweater and a T-shirt
underneath to class.
It is important, said Muhr
to look nice and make yourself
presentable. He said hair
should be groomed, clothes
clean and not wrinkled.
Muhr said, “The item I
want most this fall is faded jeans in the thighs.”
Kelsey Hines, a Maurice’s sales associate, said the
most popular items for women this fall include jeans
with the pant legs rolled up and dark jeans.
“Women seem to buy the basic outfit items for
going to class and going out on a Friday night,” Hines
said.
Items such as three quarter length sleeves, casual
hipsters, turtleneck sweaters, zip-up sweaters, hooded
sweatshirts and johnny-collar knits are being bought.
Nicole Finn, a senior finance major, said her favorite
item is her new denim skirt. Finn says it’s not important to get too dressed up for class.
“It is easier to concentrate more if you are comfortable and not worried about nice clothes,” she said.
“Denim is comfortable.”
Jean capris are the perfect thing to Kristy Spray, a
junior business major.
Tricia Peterson, a sophomore special education
major said, “I’d like a cute jean sun-dress. I don’t own
one yet.”

fall fashion

MUST HAVES
for the ladies:

1
2
3
4
5
6

denim skirt
mid-length, long or short

jacket
long-sleeve or quarter-sleeve

jeans
try a new, dirty denim color

capris
in dark or faded
for the guys:

jeans
try a dark denim color

jacket
in any denim color
all of these fall fashion items can be found at gap.com
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Foundation ready to reveal mysterious donation
By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

The Eastern Illinois Foundation
is expected to make an announcement that will be “quite exciting” at
its annual meeting today.
“We do have an announcement
which I think will be a real positive
one,” said Jack Schulz, foundation
president.
Jon Laible, the foundation’s
executive director, said, “The
announcement will be of some
interest I think to the university and
foundation people as well.”
Laible said the announcement
concerns a donation that will allow

the university to undergo a new
project.
However, neither Laible or
Schulz would elaborate on the
nature of the project or whom the
donor is, prefering to wait until the
meeting to reveal any details.
Stephen Falk, director for philanthropy and planned giving at
Henry Ford Health Systems, will
make the announcement. Falk currently serves as a consultant for the
foundation and previously served as
Eastern’s vice president for institutional advancement
Besides the announcement, the
meeting will focus on the foundation’s financial progress throughout

the previous fiscal year. Schulz and
Laible both said that while the
stock market was not overly amiable the past fiscal year, the foundation managed to minimize its losses.
“We’ve had better years, but that
goes with the territory,” Schulz said.
“The stock market was not real
kind to anyone last year.”
The foundation incurred a loss
of 1.7 percent on its investments
during the fiscal year 2001, which is
“quite modest” when compared to
the overall market, Laible said.
During the fiscal year 2000, the
foundation earned 16.5 percent on
its investments.

On a positive note, the foundation was able to make what Laible
called a “significant increase” in the
amount of scholarship dollars it distributed. The foundation gave out
$509,000 in scholarships during the
fiscal year 2001, an increase of
$77,000 from fiscal year 2000
scholarships, which were $432,000.
Laible said the increase was
partly the result of a greater number
of scholarships being available and
partly due to effective investing on
the part of the foundation.
New foundation board members
and board of directors members will
also be appointed during the meeting. Laible said 15 members,

including some returning members
will be appointed.
The meeting will be held today
at 1:30 p.m. in the 1895 Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
At a separate evening meeting
the foundation will announce recipients of the Burnham and Nancy
Neal Philanthropy Awards and volunteers from the following five categories
will
be
honored:
Outstanding
Philanthropist,
Outstanding
Volunteer,
Outstanding
Philanthropic
Organization,
Outstanding
Foundation and Outstanding
Corporation.

Diversity committee spreading change
By Becky Carlson
Staff writer

The Student Senate’s Diversity
Affairs Committee is gearing up to
promote diversity awareness on
campus.
Kristen Wooden, committee
chair, said she is taking steps to help
Eastern’s students understand
diversity issues.
“The whole goal of Diversity
Affairs is to promote the awareness
of issues of diversity on campus,”
Wooden said.
“The public needs to acknowledge the various groups and organizations our campus offers as well
as understanding issues such as race
and sexual orientation.”
With the help of two other senate members, Shonda Clancy and
Tim Edwards, the committee aims

to buff up membership.
“Everyone is invited to join
because we need as many people as
possible to be involved,” she said.
The advisor to the committee is
Vice President for Student Affairs
Yve Williams, who also served as
chairperson of this committee last
year.
“I’m very proud of this committee, and the only direction for them
to go is up,” Williams said.
“We laid the foundation last year
to make this committee really progressive, and I encourage students
to get involved with them because
they have a lot of important projects
going on.”
Although the Diversity Affairs
Committee is still in the beginning
stages, the committee is in the
process of working on two upcoming events, one of which is the

Multicultural Fair, which is meant
to introduce students to the minority groups on campus as well as
other diversity offices at Eastern.
The event is scheduled for Sept.
25 from 7-9 p.m. on the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
walkway.
The committee also plans to be
involved
in
Charleston’s
Oktoberfest, which will take place
Oct. 27. During the fest, the committee will promote Student
Government activities and hold a
raffle.
Diversity Affairs Committee
meetings are held every Thursday at
2:30 p.m. in the Student Activity
Center of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union and are open to
the public.
For further information, contact
Kristen Wooden at 581-5522.

Women’s group holding international discussion
By Melissa Bagwell
Staff writer

A panel discussion featuring
international
women
from
Bangladesh, China, Palestine, India,
and Latin America will take place
Saturday as part of the first monthly
meeting of the local branch of the
American Association of University
Women.
“The main areas discussed will be
family, economic and social issues,”
said Erin Blitz, publicity chair for

the association.
“All of these issues can affect a
woman’s ability to receive higher
education and each country has a
different story to tell.”
Louise Vassey, association membership vice president, said the panel
discussion,
“Issues
Facing
International Women,” is being held
in
conjunction
with
the
International
Federation
of
University Women.
“This year’s focus is on women’s
fight for equality. Even though we

have equal job and education opportunities here in the United States,
women internationally are still
struggling for equality,” she said.
The AAUW has chapters in all
50 states, and has been in the
Charleston-Mattoon area for over
50 years, Vassey said. The organization as a whole has been present
since the 1800s.
“These meetings are to raise
awareness, in this country and in
other countries, of the troubles for
women in education,” Blitz said.

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

LOCATED IN THE MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
UNIVERSITY UNION
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Ready for rush
Lara Renner, a junior education major and vice president-elect of
recreation and retention for Panhellenic Council, preps for the start
of fall sorority formal recruitment outside the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Thursday evening.

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship
The Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship is awarded
each Fall to an undergraduate female student at Eastern
Illinois University who is the single parent of at least one
child living in her home.
The guidelines of the scholarship stipulate that the
recipient be majoring in the human services or teaching
disciplines with an emphasis placed on academic
achievement and service to the community. Financial
need is also considered. It is administered by EIU's
Office of Civil Rights and Diversity.

ALL CLOTHING
ON FLOOR
20% OFF
HELP US REDUCE THE STOCK

Scholarship applications are available at Eastern's Office
of Civil Rights and Diversity,108 Old Main, (581-5020)
and on our webpage at www.eiu.edu/~civil.
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Two men ready for trial
after throwing fatal party
Charleston residents will appear this month
for charges related to 15-year-old’s death
By Meg McNichols
City editor

Two individuals who hosted a party
that was attended by a 15-year-old
Greenup girl who died of alcohol poisoning have been scheduled to stand trial
within the next month.
Timothy D. Whitmore’s trial is set
for Sept. 18, and Patrick B. Ryan could
be tried on Oct. 4 after his pretrial conference on Sept. 18.
Whitmore and Ryan, both 21, were
charged with reckless conduct, a Class A
misdemeanor, last November after Sarah
Purcell was taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln
Hospital and later transferred to Carle
Foundation Hospital in Champaign
where she lost consciousness and later
died from alcohol poisoning.
Whitmore and Ryan were tenants of
the apartment where the party that
Purcell attended took place, on Nov. 10,
2000.
“I’m not sure what (penalty) we’re
seeking yet,” said Barry Schaefer,
Assistant State’s Attorney. “The worst

thing they could get would be 365 days
in jail and a fine of $2,500.”
Purcell’s age and small stature could
have played a role in her death, said Eric
Davidson, director of the Health
Resource Center.
She was 15 years old at the time of
her death, and police reports said her
blood alcohol level was at 0.57 percent,
which is seven times the legal limit.
Purcell was attending a party in
Lincolnshire Apartments, 1840 Douglas
Drive, for about four hours. She drank
Everclear, which is 90 percent alcohol,
along with vodka and beer, police reports
said.
“I think there might have been a few
Eastern students there,” said Lt. Rick
Fischer of the Charleston police department. “This wouldn’t be what I would
call a college party, though.”
Research done by the Illinois Liquor
Control Commission indicates that a
person with a blood alcohol level of 0.35
to 0.50 percent would be in a comatose
state. The person would not be able to
stand up or awaken.

Incompetent teachers found
mostly in low-income areas
CHICAGO (AP) — More than
5,200 Illinois public school teachers
have failed at least one teacher competency test since the state began giving its
own certification exams in 1988, the
Chicago Sun-Times reported Thursday
in a copyright story.
One Chicago teacher flunked 24 of
25 such tests, the newspaper reported.
The paper’s analysis of thousands of
test scores also found that teachers with
the worst exam records were about five
times more likely to teach in low-performing, low-income, high-minority
schools than in schools with high

Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor

income and achievement levels and
fewer minority students.
Linda Darling-Hammond, executive
director of the National Commission on
Teaching and America’s Future, said the
concentration of low-performing teachers in high-need communities is
“immoral; it’s illegal, and it’s a national
disgrace.”
“It’s certainly a disgrace to Illinois,”
Darling-Hammond said.
Illinois schools Superintendent
Glenn “Max” McGee said he also was
troubled by the unequal distribution of
troubled teachers.

Four wheeler
Four bicyclists briskly ride northbound up 14th Street in single-file Thursday evening.

Iowa woman gets 7 years for murder conspiracy
CARTHAGE (AP) — An
Iowa woman was sentenced to
seven years in prison for conspiring to kill her husband.
Tiffany Hopp, 27, of
Keokuk, Iowa, showed no emotion as Circuit Judge William
B. Henderson said he found
few factors that would lead him
to a lesser sentence.
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Hopp was convicted May 2
of conspiracy to commit firstdegree murder by a Hancock
County jury. Her live-in lover,
Joshua J. Sparrow, 17, was committed to the state’s juvenile
system in exchange for a guilty
plea.
During
sentencing,
Henderson noted testimony

from a Springfield police detective who said Hopp told him
she probably would try to kill
estranged husband James E.
Hopp, 30, of Nauvoo, again if
she could get away with it.
Hopp’s mother and a minister asked for probation for
Hopp during testimony in the
sentencing phase of the case.

$ 8 .9 5 ADULT HAIRCUT
2250 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston • (217) 345-1545
Valid with Student I.D. only
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Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money!

Bud/Bud Light
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refills – $1.00
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Many economists suggest politicians
have it backward, that this is the time
to be spending the surplus rather than
hoarding it. And, they say, that
includes the Social Security surplus if
need be.
Despite the longest economic
slowdown since the 1991-92 recession, leaders of both parties have, so
far, stuck by a pledge to fence off the
Social Security trust fund — even if it
means a new round of government
austerity.
Top economists and some members of Congress say this does not
make economic sense. They cite the
orthodox prescription for offsetting a
sinking economy: cutting taxes and
increasing government spending.
“You spend the money in the bad
times and you save it in the good
times. And the budget should be
roughly balanced over a business
cycle, not necessarily year by year,”
said David Wyss, chief economist for
Standard and Poor’s.
“Of course, politics usually don’t
have a lot to do with economics,”
Wyss said.
But the state of the economy has
everything to do with politics.
History shows that the president’s
party loses seats in Congress in
midterm elections and that voters
tend to blame the president for bad
economic times.
With Democrats clinging to a
one-vote majority in the Senate and

Republicans holding a 10-seat majority in the House, the stakes in 2002
are high.
Democrats blame President
Bush’s 10-year, $1.35 trillion tax cut
for the fading black ink, and suggest
Social Security reserves are in jeopardy. They say his tax cut has bared
the government’s cupboards, leaving
little room for his proposed increases
in defense spending.
Firing back, Bush and congressional Republicans claim potential
overspending by Democrats threatens Social Security reserves, not the
Bush tax cut or his budget priorities.
Both parties fear being portrayed
as doing anything to threaten Social
Security with an election year
approaching.
Thus Social Security politics, not
economics, are likely to drive the
budget battles of the coming weeks.
“At least on bipartisan basis at this
level, there is no desire, no willingness
to tap into the Social Security trust
fund,” Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., said after a meeting
with Bush. The president later
promised to hold up his end of the
pledge: “We can work together to
avoid dipping into Social Security.”
Bush gives himself a big out, however, saying that a full-blown recession would be an exception — as
would war. His administration is
forecasting an economic rebound
next year.
Projections by both the

White
House
Office
of
Management and Budget and the
nonpartisan Congressional Budget
Office show that the non-Social
Security part of the surplus essentially has evaporated.
Former Labor Secretary Robert
Reich is among those arguing that
the focus should be on spending
money to stimulate the economy:
“Don’t worry about the Social
Security surplus, please!”
Late last week, Sen. Pete
Domenici, R-N.M., the senior
Republican on the Senate Budget
Committee, questioned why the
Social Security surplus could not be
tapped to help pay for education and
other important programs. He said
he had talked to 15 economists, and
all thought locking up the Social
Security fund in a time of declining
growth was bad economics.
Using small amounts of Social
Security funds to finance other programs has no effect on the program’s
solvency or ability to pay benefits.
Furthermore, overall surpluses are still
expected to hit near-record levels for
the next few years even with the economic slowdown.
The Social Security trust fund
exists largely on paper. Instead of real
assets, it contains unmarketable government bonds — essentially IOUs.
Unless otherwise earmarked, surpluses that flow into the fund are now
used to help pay down the national
debt.

Fox promotes immigration overhaul
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Mexican President Vicente Fox
pressed his case for immigration
overhaul to Congress on Thursday,
urging greater trust between neighbors as the basis for “a new partnership in North America.”
Speaking in English, Fox told a
joint session of the Senate and
House, “The time has come for
Mexico and the United States to
trust each other.”
“Trust will be essential to
achieve our goals,” he said.
The charismatic former CocaCola executive, on the second day
of a state visit, made his case for
opening the way for many of the
estimated 3 million Mexicans now
in the United States illegally to gain
legal status.
On Wednesday, Fox had surprised Bush administration officials

by surprise by suggesting that
immigration overhaul be completed
by the end of this year.
He did not mention such a
timetable in his remarks.
Sentiment in Congress runs
strong on both sides of the immigration issue. And administration
officials have suggested it was
unlikely that a formula could be
worked out by the end of this year
given divisions on the amnesty
issue in Congress.
Fox believes those Mexicans in
the United States are entitled to
legalized status.
He switched back and forth
between English and Spanish.
Fox said that he and President
Bush in recent months “have
already shown our willingness to
trust each other by agreeing to discuss this most complex matter.”

“As the history of this country
shows, migration has always rendered more economic benefits to
the United States than the cost it
entails.”
“Many among you have a parent
or a grandparent who came into this
country as an immigrant from
another land,” he said.
And, in remarks aimed at the
Mexicans in the United States, Fox
said: “Mexico needs you. We need
your talent and entrepreneurship.
We need you to come home one
day and play a part in building a
strong Mexico”
He said he recognized that many
on both side of the 2,000-mile long
border viewed closer ties “risky and
perhaps even unwise.”
But he said he didn’t believe the
old adage that “good fences make
good neighbors.”
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calls for base closings
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Armed Services Committee
voted Thursday for the first round
of base closings since 1995 as it
worked to complete a measure
funding the nation’s defense needs
for 2002.
Meeting in closed session, the
committee voted 17-8 for the new
round, said Sen. John Warner, RVa., who has expressed wariness
about more base closings. He did
not disclose who voted for or
against it.
Shutting down military bases is
extremely unpopular politically due
to potential economic disruptions in
targeted communities. The House
Armed Services Committee, in
completing its version of the bill last
month, deliberately left out mention of closing bases as a ploy to
derail a new round of closures.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld has warned Congress
that more base closures were needed, saying the military has about 25
percent more base capacity than it
needs.
The last round of base closings
was in 1995.
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich.,
chairman of the Senate panel, said
he also was seeking a $1.3 billion
cut in President Bush’s $8.3 billion
request for missile defense for the
fiscal year that begins Oct. 1.
The committee’s strategic subcommittee sent the full committee a
Democrat-written measure authorizing $7 billion for missile defense,
said Sen. Wayne Allard, R-Colo.

He and other senators said that
could be changed by the full committee before it completes the measure Friday.
At a Pentagon news conference
Thursday, Rumsfeld said cutting
missile defense spending would
undermine and delay important
research and testing.
The $8.3 billion sought for missile defense is $3 billion more than
this year. It is, by far, the largest
increase in the Bush administration’s defense program from the
Clinton administration’s.
“If you take $1.3 billion out of
some portion of it, it’s big,”
Rumsfeld said. “As a percentage, it’s
enormous. It’s very harmful.”
Levin said late Thursday, as his
committee broke for the night:
“We’re giving him the largest
increase of probably any program in
the defense budget.”
He also suggested legislative language to deal with the Bush administration’s failure to tell Congress,
despite repeatedly requests, which
planned missile defense activities
would conflict with the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile treaty.
As written, the measure would
authorize missile defense spending
and require the president to warn
Congress before an activity occurred
that would violate the treaty with
Russia.
On hearing this news, Congress
would be required to vote within 30
days if any member still wanted to
spend the money even though it
would violate the treaty.

House looks at farm bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House will start overhauling federal
farm and food programs despite concerns that the shrinking budget surplus means little money for the legislation, GOP leaders decided
Thursday.
Debate on the measure could start
as early as next week.
“We don’t see anything that would
stop us,” House Majority Leader
Dick Armey, R-Texas, said after a
strategy session with the chairmen of
the House agriculture and budget
committees.
“We’ve obviously got to do a little

Friends
&Co

bit of work,” he added, referring to the
budget problem.
The farm bill would cost nearly
$170 billion over the next 10 years,
including $74 billion of the surplus
that was expected in the congressional budget agreement reached in the
spring. Much of the money would go
toward extending subsidies for grain
and cotton farmers through the next
decade.
Under new budget forecasts issued
last month, nearly all that remains of
the projected surpluses over the next
few years is the portion expected to
come from Social Security taxes.
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GENEVA (AP) — China is
confident it will be cleared to
join
China has already started reducing import tariffs on
certain products as it prepares to
join the WTO. A cut in duties
on automobiles in January has
led to a surge in imports in the
past few months.
At the same time,
China’s trading partners are
preparing themselves for a big
increase in the quantity of
Chinese goods entering their
markets. Even without Chinese
WTO membership, the percentage of North American imports
coming from China rose from
0.8 percent in 1983 to 7.3 percent by 1999, and that could rise
steeply once China joins the
WTO.
China also is nearly
ready to open its new mission to
the WTO, an angular, modernistic building in a prime location a few hundred yards along
the shore of Lake Geneva from
the trade body.
The sleek new mission

Bonfire
from Page 1
in the campus community, Koch
said. Oct. 9 will be white spirit
day, Oct. 11 will be gray spirit day
and Oct. 12 will be blue spirit day,
Brinker said.
This year’s Homecoming
theme is “How sweet it is at EIU,”
Koch said. Events will have
candy-oriented subthemes to
coincide with this theme.
An all-day service day entitled
“Sweetest Day” will kick off
Homecoming week, Brinker said.
Coronation, which has traditionally started the week, will be on
Wednesday this year, she said.
Coronation’s subtheme is called
“These are the Sweetest Days.”
Organizational meetings for
Homecoming will take place for

contrasts with the U.S. and EU
trade missions, which are housed
in nondescript office buildings.
Success next week
depends on settling the insurance dispute, which centers
around one paragraph in a document of more than 1,000 pages
setting out the terms for China’s
membership.
Under the agreement, new
life insurance businesses entering the Chinese market must be
at least 50 percent Chineseowned. Existing businesses,
however, are unaffected.
New York-based American
International Group has been
operating in China since 1992
and is 100 percent U.S.-owned.
The disagreement is over what
would happen if the company
wanted to open a new branch in
China.
The United States says the
branch would be part of the
existing company, but the EU
insists it would be a new business subject to the 50 percent
Chinese ownership rule.

Several European insurance
companies operate in China, but
they are already partly Chineseowned.
The European Union said
Wednesday it had received the
guarantees it was demanding
from China that all businesses
— including AIG — would have
to have 50 percent Chinese
membership for new ventures.
But AIG issued a statement saying it had “acquired rights” in
China and it expected the U.S.
government to defend that position. <B>———<P>
On the Net:
World
Trade
O r g a n i z a t i o n ,
http://www.wto.org
Chinese trade ministry,
http://www.moftec.gov.cn/moft
ec—en
U.S.
Trade
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e ,
http://www.ustr.gov
European Commission
trade
site,
http://europa.eu.int/comm/trad
e/index—en.htm

organization representatives at
9:30 p.m. Tuesdays in the
Arcola/Tuscola room of the
union, Koch said.
While it is not mandatory for
organizations to have a representative at the meetings, it is the
best way to stay up to date, she
said.
“It’s not mandatory, but it is to
their benefit that they are there,”
Koch said.
These meetings are where
organizations can get the information about activity updates,
deadlines, rules and regulations
and applications, Brinker said.
Representatives also will get
information for any other meetings they may need to attend for
different events.
If representatives cannot make
it to a meeting, they can get the
information from the Student

Life Office or the Student
Activities Center.
A booklet is also available at
either office, outlining the basic
information, Brinker said.
Though the deadline to register candidates for Homecoming
king and queen has passed, there
is still time to get involved in the
other events, Brinker said.
Deadlines for the parade, fun
games, window painting and the
2.5 K race competitions fall
between Sept. 18 to 21.
“We just really would encourage the rest of campus to get
involved,” Brinker said.
There is not yet a count of how
many organizations have become
involved thus far, Brinker said.
“In previous years, we’ve had a
wide range of groups,” she said.
“We would like to think that’s
going to be the case this year.”

outside Belfast
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Even those hardened by
Northern Ireland’s decades of religious strife see a special horror in
the standoff that has put schoolgirls
as young as 4 years old in the hatefilled divide between Belfast’s
Protestants and Catholics.
Catholic youngsters screamed in
terror and ran with their parents
when a homemade grenade exploded Wednesday near a group on their
way into the Holy Cross Primary
School. Extremist Protestants took
responsibility for the blast, which
injured four police officers outside
the all-girls Catholic elementary
school.
“I thought that was it,” said
Jeanette Clark, who was escorting
her daughter Shauna, 10, past lines
of riot police and stone-throwing
Protestant demonstrators. “I just
fell to my knees. We’ve had gunshots fired before in our garden, but
I’ve never experienced anything as
bad as this.”
The grenade blast came on the
third day of a face-off that has produced searing images of terrified
young girls in red school sweaters
and ties. The school is in a
Protestant section of the otherwise
Catholic Ardoyne district, and the
demonstrators lined up near the
entrance say they are retaliating for
Catholic attacks on Protestant
homes.
“Any legitimate grievances of
protesters have been drowned out
by this violent sectarian bigotry,”
said Britain’s secretary for
Northern Ireland, John Reid. “What
we have seen develop in the past
few days is the path to barbarism. ...
Young children have been subjected to appalling attacks, another
generation introduced to the
shameful side of our society.”
Police said two officers suffered
shrapnel wounds in the blast, one
was hospitalized with hearing damage and a fourth suffered other
injuries. None of the 100 or so children and parents in the area were
hurt.
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Three Protestant militants were
arrested in connection with the
attack. The Red Hand Defenders,
regarded by police as a cover used
by an outlawed Protestant group,
the Ulster Defense Association,
claimed responsibility.
“I was disgusted to be a loyalist
this
morning,”
said
Billy
Hutchinson, a politician linked to
another of Northern Ireland’s outlawed Protestant groups, the Ulster
Volunteer Force. In Northern
Ireland, the term “loyalist” refers to
the most hard-line Protestants.
The trouble outside the school
began in June and resumed
Monday when the summer break
ended, rising to a new crescendo
with Wednesday’s explosion.
The Rev. Aidan Troy, the
school’s governor, has urged
Catholic parents to use a rear
entrance not threatened by the
Protestant mob, but many have
refused, saying they won’t be
intimidated.
“After yesterday I vowed I
wouldn’t take my children through
that again,” said Lorraine Conn,
who cried as she escorted her
daughter Maureen, 4, toward
school. “The girls were both very
frightened yesterday. ... They didn’t
sleep well at all last night. ... But I
feel I have to make a stand.”
The daytime standoffs have
been followed by two nights of
serious rioting, and more than 40
police officers have been wounded.
Just before nightfall Wednesday,
Protestant youths near the school
began throwing rocks, golf balls
and debris over police lines. After
two hours spent huddling behind
riot shields, police charged and dispersed the mob, arresting at least
one youth.
Tensions in Ardoyne have
spread to several other parts of
north Belfast, the most bitterly
divided side of Northern Ireland’s
capital.
A Protestant teen-ager was run
over and killed Tuesday in what
police suspected was a deliberate

825 18th St.

Just think... this
could’ve been you
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Canadiens’ Koivu prepares to fight cancer
MONTREAL (AP) — After getting over the
shock of learning he had abdominal cancer, Montreal
Canadiens captain Saku Koivu sought some inspiration.
“He asked us to bring him a copy of Lance
Armstrong’s book when we go back to visit him later
today,” defenseman Craig Rivet said Thursday after he
and teammate Brian Savage visited Koivu.
With surgery ruled out as an option, the 26-yearold center will begin chemotherapy as soon as the type
of cancer is determined, a process that could take up to
two weeks. Rivet and Savage said Koivu was in better
spirits a day after he received the grim diagnosis.
“He seemed to be a lot more cheerful, but he’s obviously scared,” Savage said.
“Just the unknown of what kind of cancer it is is
pretty difficult for him right now.”
Pittsburgh star Mario Lemieux, diagnosed with
Hodgkin’s disease in 1993, had encouraging words for
Koivu.
“It’s not easy when you’re in that situation, but you

History
from Page 12

Spoo’s major concern entering
the game is whether the thin,
inexperienced lines will hold up
in the team’s season opener.
“With Ramiro Avina not
being able to play, four of our five
offensive linemen have never
played,” Spoo said. “Our defensive line isn’t very deep either.
We’ll see how well some of these
guys will fill others shoes, but we
think we have the right combination of people.”
Spoo plans to pick apart the
Sycamore defense with the right

have to battle and you have to be very strong mentally,”
Lemieux said Thursday after an afternoon skate with
the Canadian Olympic team in Calgary, Alberta.
“And I think he is, just from what some of the guys
have said over the years and watching him play over the
years. He’s always battling and hopefully that can translate into his private life.”
Koivu’s toughest moments came Wednesday, when
he was advised that malignant cells had been found in
his abdomen.
“We were there about 10 minutes after he was told
that he did have cancer so it was a pretty rough time, a
pretty emotional time for him,” Rivet said. “We didn’t
get to spend a whole lot time with him. It was kind of
a shock for all of us in there.”
Koivu was hospitalized for tests Tuesday night after
complaining of abdominal pain and vomiting following
his arrival from his native Finland on Monday.
An ultrasound exam showed an abnormal buildup
of fluid in a chamber of Koivu’s abdominal cavity, said
team physician Dr. David Mulder.

combination of passing and running.
“I’d like to think we’ll have a
balanced attack,” Spoo said. “We
were first in the conference last
season in rushing and second or
third in passing, scoring a lot.
“We’re prepared to do whatever it takes to win,” he said.
“We’d like to be effective running
the ball and that will help our
passing game.”
Junior tailback J.R. Taylor will
get the majority of carries for the
Panthers Saturday with fullback
Andre Jones joining him in the
backfield. Running back Andre
Raymond will likely see his share
of action as well.
The Sycamores enter the
game with a new offensive coor-

Inviting

You

dinator. which forced the
Panthers to change their preparation for the annual rival this
season.
“They did go out and get a
new offensive coordinator and I
think he’s trying to do some new
things with the offense, spreading out more and throwing the
football,” Spoo said.
“Before, they were primarily
an option-type football team, but
we spent some time preparing for
that. We’ll be ready for whatever
they throw at us.”
This game is the only look
Spoo will get at his team in a
game situation before taking on
No. 21-ranked Illinois State next
week in Bloomington.
“I know myself and the rest of

To

A
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Former Iowa QB
enrolls at Illinois
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP) —
Former Iowa quarterback Jon
Beutjer, who quit the Hawkeyes
after saying he was betrayed by his
coaches, has transferred to Illinois.
Beutjer, who had been competing for Iowa’s starting quarterback
job, will have to sit out this season
and will have two years of eligibility remaining. The sophomore from
Wheaton started classes at Illinois
on Thursday and will begin practicing with the team next week.
The 6-foot-5, 200-pound
Beutjer started four games last season for Iowa and was 77-of-125 for

Football Picks
Anthony Braviere’s picks:
Tenn. Tech 28,Air Force 7
E. Kentucky 28, Liberty 25
S.Illinois 21,SE.Missouri 17
Eastern 48, Ind. State 10
Murray St. 17, Illinois St. 14

Bill Ruthart’s picks:
Air Force 31, Tenn. Tech 10
E. Kentucky 28, Liberty 27
S.Illinois 24, SE Missouri 10
Eastern 38, Indiana St. 0
Illinois St. 24, Murray St. 7

the coaches are real anxious to
see if these guys can perform like
we think they can,” Spoo said.
“We hope we’ve put the right
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Delivery Special!
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
and Qt. of Coke
$9.75
JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB

345-2844 Corner of 4th and Lincoln

This Weekend At

M o t h e r ’ s.
Cr ow Jane
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

• $3 Cover

Tonite

Smooth & Smokin Danceable High Energy
Groovin’ Rock & Blues
$1.50 Bottles•$3 Pitchers•$5 Tr opical Pitchers
$2 Captain Mor gan
Saturday
Nite

841 yards and six touchdowns.
Beutjer left Iowa after suffering a
concussion during a fight with his
teammate and roommate, Sam
Aiello, over payment of Beutjer’s
$22 share of their cable television
bill.
Aiello is a 6-foot-5, 305-pound
offensive lineman. Beutjer said he
was disappointed in how his
coaches handled the altercation
and decided to transfer.
Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz first
dismissed reports of the incident as
not being newsworthy and said no
action would be taken.

Fish Bowl Nite
$6 Fish Bowls

Nate Bloomquist’s picks:
Tenn. Tech 28, Air Force 7
Liberty 17, EKU 10
S.Illinois 27,SE.Missouri 13
Eastern 42, Indiana St. 7
Ilinois St 28, Murray St. 20

people in the right places, but if
we get in this game and things
aren’t right, we’ll be able to adjust
that before next week.”
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Tigers avoid a White Sox sweep
CHICAGO (AP) — The
Detroit Tigers got a quick edge for
Jeff Weaver, and he did the rest to
ensure a rare win.
“Getting the lead absolutely
makes it easier on you. When
you’ve got to go out there and have
to throw zeros up every inning, it’s
more difficult to not make mistakes,” Weaver said. “And that’s
when you make them.”
Jose Macias hit a leadoff homer
and an RBI double, and Weaver
allowed four hits over seven innings
for his first win in 51/2 weeks as the
Tigers beat the Chicago White Sox
6-2 Thursday.
The six runs qualified as an
offensive explosion for the Tigers,
who had scored only five runs in
losing their last five games, batting

.165 (25-for-152) in that span.
Weaver (11-4) gave up consecutive homers to Paul Konerko and
Jeff Liefer in the fourth inning to
cut Detroit’s lead to 3-2, but then
retired 12 straight.
“I’m able to get into a better routine when I just concentrate on
throwing strikes instead of trying to
strike everybody out,” Weaver said.
Weaver gave up two runs, struck
out five and walked one. He
matched his career high in wins, set
last year.
“Jeff did what he’s been working
on — not trying to throw as hard as
he can on every pitch,” Tigers manager Phil Garner said. “We know
Jeff ’s going to be a good pitcher, it’s
just a matter of it all coming
together.”

Weaver hadn’t won in six starts
— despite an ERA of 3.80 in that
span — and had dropped his last
five decisions.
“Weaver’s been dealing all year
long,” said Wendell Magee, who
reached base four times and drove
in a run for Detroit. “We just
haven’t been supporting him.”
Danny Patterson and Matt
Anderson finished up. Tigers pitchers retired 18 of their last 19 batters.
The Tigers had dropped 13 of
their last 14 games against the
White Sox, and avoided their first
four-game sweep by Chicago in
five years.
“It’s tough to dominate a major
league club like we have with these
guys,” White Sox manager Jerry
Manuel said.

Neistein

Green’s decision shouldn’t be
affected by his team’s status.
Religion is a personal choice,
and it should be respected by all of
us. At least, that’s the working theory.
I don’t know why more athletes
haven’t taken games off for holidays. Sports leagues and teams
couldn’t fine them or punish them.

Teammates would understand, or at
least they should.
It’s one thing to be there for your
team, but it is entirely something
else to be there for The Man
Upstairs.
Green’s decision shows character, respect and faith. He should get
a curtain call for that whether he
plays or not.

Northwester, Milwaukee outshot
its opponents 31-4 on its way to a
4-0 route.
For Eastern, the tournament
will be a chance to find its stride for
the season and work on playing as a
team.
“We played well in St. Louis,”

said Eastern co-captain Ben Cox.
“We want to keep working well as a
team. If we play together then good
shots will come.”
“We just want to get a win,”
sophomore
forward
Jason
Thompson said. “We just have to
do whatever it takes.”

from Page 12

My question is, would there be
the same concerns if Green was
planning to sit on, say, Easter?
Granted, Easter doesn’t fall in the
middle of a pennant race, but

Tourney
from Page 12
plays very similarly to Eastern.
Both teams take shots in bunches.
In its last game against

Runners
from Page 12
meet was hard on everyone. This
week however, the team has lightened the load a little, cutting down
the mileage to save everyone’s legs.
“Last week we had a lot of
heavy mileage, so this week we’re
trying to get everyone’s legs
fresh,” McInerney said.
Making sure the team is wellrested should give the Panthers a
chance to really push themselves
this weekend.
“We just really want everyone
to start on a good note,” Bialka
said.
A good start will be needed
for the season the Panthers are
trying to have. The expectations
are high, but definitely attainable. Being ranked sixth in their
region at one point last year and
finishing 10th is something the
men’s team wants to build on.
“On the men’s side, we are
capable of having a banner year,”
McInerney said. “We have a big
group with more experience
than we’ve had in the past. Week
by week we should establish and
test ourselves.”
The women are also looking
very promising. Depth is also

something they are blessed with
this season.
“With nine girls, this is the
deepest we’ve had on the
women’s side,” McInerney said.
Having 16 women’s teams at
Bradley this weekend, and the
University of Illinois and
Northwestern in competition,
the Panthers are definitely going
to have their work cut out for
them.
“Finishing in the top five this
weekend should be a good goal
for us,” McInerney said.
There is no question the
Panthers are going to have to
run like it’s mid-season at
Bradley this weekend.
Coming off a good seasonopening win last weekend might
just give them the momentum
they need.
“This is the best team, potential-wise, I’ve been a part of,
Bialka said.
“A national berth is not out of
the question.”
This year’s cross country
teams are looking good and
expect to post some banner
numbers this season.
“Once we get on those lines
together, I think bonds will be
made and we’ll really come
together,” McInerney said.
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Panthers’ historic quest starts Saturday
Eastern begins season at home against Indiana State
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor

Matt Neistein
Managing editor
e-mail: mtneistein@pen.eiu.edu

Green taking
well-deserved
gameday off
he NBA and NFL
have been known to
schedule games on
Christmas Eve and
even Christmas Day itself, and yet,
with all of the professional athletes
that dedicate their lives to God, not
one that I can think of has ever
taken a Christmas game off.
Eighty-five percent of the rest
of us do. Unless our jobs are essential to daily living (i.e., gas stations,
hospitals, etc.), we pretty much
kick back and enjoy the holiday. So
why don’t professional athletes,
especially when there are more
than a few of them that make it a
point to get down on one knee and
praise the Lord after touchdowns?
Meet Shawn Green, the Los
Angeles Dodgers’ first baseman.
He’ll be taking Sept. 26 off while
his team is clawing and scratching
for a playoff spot with the Arizona
Diamondbacks and the Chicago
Cubs.
No, Christmas wasn’t moved up
this year. The last Wednesday of
the month is Yom Kippur, which
means very little to most of
America but a great deal to Green,
a Jew.
Green announced earlier this
week that he will not play on Yom
Kippur, the holiest day of the
Jewish year. That means the
cleanup hitter’s .294 average, 41
home runs and 109 RBIs won’t be
available to the Dodgers, who play
a game at 7:10 p.m. that day
against the San Francisco Giants.
Although not particularly
devout, Green is proud of his heritage and understands he serves as a
role model to the millions of Jews
in the U.S.
“It’s something I feel is an
important thing to do,” Green said
in an ESPN.com story. “Partly as a
representative of the Jewish community, and as far as my being a
role model in sports for Jewish
kids, to basically say that baseball,
or anything, isn’t bigger than your
religion and your roots.”
The odd thing is that some
believe there may be a fan backlash
because Green isn’t playing a game
that, if lost, could cost the Dodgers
a shot at the postseason.
In this era of family values and
the absence of bona fide role models in sports, you would think
Green’s decision would be welcomed and applauded. Instead,
there is a fear that he will be lambasted by fans.

T

See NEISTEIN Page 11

The Panther football team will
begin its quest for the first Ohio
Valley Conference title in school
history Saturday night at 6 p.m.
when it hosts non-conference foe
Indiana State.
Eastern, ranked No. 10 in the
nation in the ESPN/USA Today
national poll and No. 12 in the
Sports Network poll, will take on an
ISU team that’s coming off of a dismal 1-10 campaign a year ago. The
Sycamores opened their season last
week with an ugly 51-0 loss against
Division I-A opponent Tulsa.
“We need to remember that
they have played against a I-A
opponent and we don’t want our
team to look at the score of that
game and make any mistakes about
the strength of Indiana State’s
team,” Panther head coach Bob
Spoo said. “They always come prepared and our games with them, for
the most part, have been very close
games.”
Eastern will be led offensively by
junior quarterback Tony Romo, last
year’s conference player of the year
and a preseason candidate for the
Walter Payton Award for the

VS
Indiana State
(0-1)

No. 12
Eastern
Illinois (0-0)

6 p.m., Saturday, O’Brien Stadium

nation’s top I-AA player. However,
Romo, who was second in I-AA
passing efficiency last season, will
go without two of his top receivers
Saturday.
“We know Kenny Alsop will not
play and Devin O’Neil is injured
and probably won’t play for an
extended amount of time,” Spoo
said. “We still have Frank Cutolo
and Will Bumphus, but we’ll have
to use younger, more inexperienced
guys to replace the other two.”
Adding to the lack of depth on
the offensive line will be the
absence of offensive guard Ramiro
Avina, who is out with a hamstring
injury. O’Neil is sidelined with a
broken collarbone, along with
backup quarterback Todd Bridge,
who is nursing a bad back.
On the other side of the ball,
defensive back Obinno Coley is
fighting an ankle injury while

Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor

Freshman running back Mark Sizemore takes a handoff during
Thursday s practice. Eastern opens its football season Saturday at
O Brien Stadium against Indiana State.
defensive
tackle
Damien
McCottrell is trying to overcome a
rib injury. Both are probable for

Saturday night’s game.
See HISTORY Page 10

Sara Figiel/Photo editor

Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor

The men s cross country team will compete against Bradley this weekend.

Panther runners up to challenge
By Ben Duke
Staff writer

After recent victories in last
week’s cross country meet at
Northern Illinois, Eastern men’s
and women’s cross country teams
are looking forward to a tougher
challenge this weekend.
The meet at Bradley University
this weekend has been prosperous
for the teams in past years. In fact,
the men are two-year defending
champions. But with the addition
of Illinois State University and
other teams, the test this year will
be greater.
“It is going to be a lot tougher
this year, but I think we’ll be a little

disappointed if we don’t come away
with a win,” said last season’s Ohio
Valley Conference Runner of the
Year Jason Bialka.
A confident Panther team
should be excited about the upcoming year on the men’s and women’s
side. The depth is continued from
last year and a lot of younger runners are showing real progress.
“I’m excited about this weekend
on both fronts,” head coach John
McInerney said. “We have a chance
to take some younger runners, which
should make for a fun opener.”
The rigorous workout the
Panthers had before last week’s
See RUNNERS Page 11

Derrick Perry drives the ball around an opponent in a recent game.
Eastern will compete in the University Wisconsin-Milwaukee
tournament this weekend.

Men’s soccer ready for
weekend UWM tourney
By Matt Meinheit
Staff writer

Eastern’s men’s soccer team
heads north this weekend along
with St. Mary’s University and
University of Wisconsin-Green
Bay to take part in the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Invitational.
This will be the 28th installment
of the Panther Invitational, making
it the oldest Division I soccer tournament. Eastern (1-1) will face off
against Wisconsin-Green Bay on
Saturday and will then take on
Wisconsin-Milwaukee (2-0) on

Sunday.
Green Bay is off to a slow start,
losing its first two matches to
Michigan and Michigan State
University. Milwaukee has done
just the opposite, winning its first
two games against DePaul and
Northwestern.
Both teams will be tough competition for Eastern.
“Green Bay will be a strong
team,” Eastern head coach Adam
Howarth said. “They are off a couple of losses so they will be looking
for their first win.”
Milwaukee will be a team that
See TOURNEY Page 11
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Zea Mays will play at
Gunner Buc’s this
weekend. See page 3.
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Check
out
the
review of System of a
Down’s new album
on page 4.
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Tickle your funny bone

Improv comedy troup Fowl Language
wants your help telling the jokes Friday
by amee bohrer

Staff writer

B

are-chested, Matt Fear and
Colin McAuliffe frolic around
the party room in Thomas
Hall, attempting pseudosumor wrestler style combat.
Fear screams, “Naked Time!”, and
both imply they will be removing
more articles of clothing than just their
shirts.
However, it was just a tease, as
neither make any attempt to get
naked. However, mission accomplished: their antics very much
amused the rest of their fellow comedians in crime, the other four members of Fowl Language, Eastern’s own

unofficial student improvisitation comedy troupe. Sporadic outbursts such
as this are nothing out of the ordinary
for this group, and in fact, they cultivate such uninhibited behavior.
Eastern students will have a free
opportunity to witness this outrageousness firsthand at 9 p.m. Friday,
when they perform in 7th Street
Underground in the basement of the
MLK Union.
This charismatic, exceptionally outgoing bunch of up and coming comedians consists of the following students: Group founder, Matt Fear, a
self-described
“post-bachelor”
Theatre Arts major; Jena Philips, a
senior English/Theatre major; Colin
McAuliffe, sophomore History major;

Nina Samii, sophomore Biology
major; Max Voelker, sophomore double Biology/Philosophy major and
finally Scott Luts, sophomore English
major. Fear stresses that the group is
not an official Eastern student organization, as it is not recognized or affiliated specifically with the school,
although its members are all students
here and most performances happen
on campus.
The group is relatively new, having
only been started by Fear in February
of last year, but is clearly serious
about comedy, as well as having fun
with each other. Past places they
have performed on campus include
See FOWL LANGUAGE Page 5b

On the Verge of the Weekend
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Bottom to rock Dungeon Monday
by ben tully

why.

Up from the depths, Jason
Kottwitz, new owner of Friends &
Co. and the Dungeon, and bassist
from the newly signed (Reptilian
Records) band Swampass, brings
to town the stuff the timid don’t
care to know anything about: Punk
rock ‘n’ roll.
Sure so Dave Matthews is
God, and that Widespread Panic
band is just “outta sight,” but unfortunately for those bands, rock ‘n’
roll will never die. It’s true, Neil
Young even wrote a song about it.
How does one attempt to
listen to such music? How can the
masses jump in on this rock thing
on a random weekday night?
Not to worry. This coming
Monday the Dungeon will get us
all in on the ground floor as Sheheathens Sina, Nila and
Clementine collectively known as
“Bottom,” take the stage.
There is no better way to
start out listening to rock ‘n’ roll
than with “Bottom,” and here is

Their name is Bottom,
which among other things, indicates a beginning, or starting
“from the bottom.”
Bottom’s sound involves
elements of blues, rock, punk rock
and classic rock; a perfect spectrum for the beginning rock n’ roll
listener. Some critics believe this
mix constitutes the term “Stoner
Rock.” But in this vein of rock, to
categorize is to compromise, and
Bottom doesn’t like compromise.
Just try telling them not to
tour 300 days out of the year, or
tell them to turn their amps down
or to act more lady-like on stage.
It won’t go over too well.
Having just finished the
Vans “Warped Tour” to promote
their new album “Feels So Good
When You’re Gone” (Man’s Ruin
Records), Bottom is warmed up
and expected to put on a welloiled performance.
This show is fundamental
in any novice’s search for the heart
of rock ‘n’ roll. Contrary to the

Staff writer

words of the Hewey Lewis song,
the heart of rock ‘n’ roll does not
necessarily lie within the beat.
No, it is going out late on a
Monday night.
The Dungeon doors open
at 10 p.m. Most commonly known
to rockers as the moment when the
“squares go to bed and the cool
march ahead.”
Opening acts include
Burnout, hailing from Iowa City,
and the temporarily reunited, for
one night only, “The Champs of
Charleston,” Friction Machine.
There is a $4 cover at the door
and $1 Leinenkugel drafts on tap
all night long.
Its perfectly Okay to listen
to today’s college bands such as
Dave Matthews and Widespread
Panic. Just keep in mind, there is a
whole world of rocking good times
for all to be had by bands who are
throwing it down right in Eastern’s
backyard.
Come Tuesday morning,
all in attendance at Monday
night’s Bottom show should be safe

Nina of Bottom grooves with her guitar at one of the
band’s nationwide gigs.

Photo courtesy of Bottommusic.com

Rock band 11th & Cleveland
goes underground Saturday
by Mike Schaefer
Staff writer

sists of Christiansen, Rob Crider,
Doug Fenske, Dan Joyce, Paul
Rusiniak, Jeff Williamson and Jon
Bullington.
The band members all
have a different style in mind
when they play, but blend their
influences into a distinct musical
performance.
The vocal stylings of 11th
& Cleveland are one of the
sband’s stronger points. “Sweet
harmonious background vocals
added to the lead, hard driven
vocals of Rob make this band
great to listen to,” said band
member Dan Joyce.
The members for 11th
and Cleveland were all inspired
musicians when they accidentally
came together in the summer of
2000.
“Since we got together
we have been playing out across
the Midwest pleasing college
audiences ever ywhere, and
recording like it was going out of
style,” band member Doug
Fenske said. “We hope to keep
playing for a long time because
we enjoy what we do and want
to bring a new attitude to the
music scene.”

Concert Calendar

All students, and music fans
alike, can enjoy the rock ‘n’ roll
stylings of 11th & Cleveland
Saturday from 10 p.m. until 1
a.m. at a free concert located at
the 7th Street Underground
venue.
“’Chucktown Live’ is a free
concert with free popcorn and
soda pop which is held every
Saturday,” said University Board
mini concert coordinator Dina
Tenuto.
Tenuto said the purpose
of the event is to give students a
sampling of various musical
styles.
“We want to give the students a chance to hear different
types of bands and music without
paying $40 for a concer t,”
Tenuto said.
This week will feature the
band 11th and Cleveland to give
audience members a rock ‘n’ roll
flavor of music.
“11th & Cleveland is a
rock ‘n’ roll band that is very
diverse in its dealings,” band
member Dave Christiansen said.
The rocking combo con-

Zea Mays goes home to
Mattoon to play ‘jammy pop’
tunes at Gunner Buc’s Friday
by amber williams
verge editor

The rock band Zea Mays
will be going back to their
roots Friday when they
return to Mattoon where the
band first started to jam.
The show will start at 9
p.m. at Gunner Buc’s Pub &
Grub and the cover will be
$2 or $3, said Tom Vrem,
guitarist for Zea Mays.
Vrem described the band
as a “jammy pop band”
that is always changing.
The current members of the
band have been together
for six years and they have
evolved since their beginning days, Vrem said.
The band’s songwriting
and arranging has grown
up along with the members
of the band, Vrem said.
“We let the song breathe,
we let it have space,” he
said.
Along with the changing
face of their music, Zea
Mays also tries to change

Who

When

Zea Mays

9 p.m. Fri. Sept.7

Price Phone
$3

235-0123

$3

345-2380

9 p.m. Sept 7

The House of Blues (Chicago, 18 and over)

$16.50

(312)-923-2000

10:15 p.m. Sat. Sept. 8

The House of Blues (Chicago, 21 and over)

$20

(312)-923-2000

The House of Blues (Chicago, 21 and over)

$13

(312)-923-2000

10 p.m. Sept. 10

Arl Burnside
Uncle Cracker
Zebra

Where

chased on the Internet at
amazon.com or at the
show, Vrem said.
The band will be on the
road for the rest of the year
as they are already booked
up every weekend. Most of
their upcoming shows will
be in the Midwest, Vrem
said, except when they take
a trip to Colorado in
November to do a few
shows.
Some of the band’s
favorite venues to go to are
The Canopy Club in
Champaign and Double
Door in Chicago, but they
also enjoy playing small
towns like the one they
grew up in, Vrem said.
The band has already
written half of the songs for
their new album and will
begin recording soon, Vrem
said. The new album should
have some surprises for Zea
Mays fans.
“There is a lot more energy than the last album,”
Vrem said.

The Dungeon

Bottom, Burnout, Friction Machine
Big Dead Voodoo Daddy

up their live shows to give
the audience something
new everytime they see the
band.
“We never play the same
show twice,” Vrem said.
The band does more theatrical antics onstage and
uses lots of lights to accent
the energy of their music.
Depending on what the
mood of the band is on a
given night, they might play
in a mellow acoustic style or
a fast and energetic rock n’
roll, Vrem said. While at
Gunner Buc’s Friday, the
band will likely mix up their
original songs with some
covers of classic rock songs.
The band’s name comes
from the scientific name for
corn, because being in
Mattoon, the band was “literally surrounded by corn,”
Vrem said. They released
their first album “Wearing
our Best Disguise” this year
under their own label,
Dancing Tree Records.
Their album can be pur-

9 p.m. Sun. Sept. 9
9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept. 8

David Nelson Band

9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 7

Yonder Mountain String Band, Waffle Hoss

9 p.m. Sat. Sept. 8

Gunner Bucs (Mattoon, 21 and over)

The Uptowner
The Canopy Club (Champaign)
The Canopy Club (Champaign)

$1 off with tropical apparel

345-4622

$12

278-7400

$8

278-7400
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Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News

Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For sale

Announcements

Announcements

Babysitter wanted: Evenings in my
home for second shift and one
weekend day. Call 345-0307.
________________________9/7
Unique new women’s product.
Local distributors URGENTLY
needed! Home based business.
Unlimited earning opportunity.
800-770-2113.
_______________________9/11
Mattoon Country Club. We now
have immediate openings for waitstaff Tuesday-Friday 10am-2pm.
Call John at 234-8831
_______________________9/14
Access
to
computer?
Internet/mail order free booklet.
1-800-218-7543. www.MoneyDreams.com
_______________________9/14
Lunchtime wait staff needed 11 to
1. Apply at Wrangler’s Roast
Beef. 703 W. Lincoln.
_______________________9/14
Night owls who like independance
and responsibility may wish to
take this opportunity to earn
money. Now hiring mid-8am shift
to work with adults with developmental disabilities in a group
home setting. Paid training provided. Apply in person at the Tull
House.
1911 18th Street
Charleston; 345-3552.
_______________________9/14
Farm help needed. Experience
preferred.
Possible morning
hours.
Leave message on
machine. 348-8906.
_______________________9/19
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant. Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30. Local
references a must! Prefer Early
Childhood Major. Please call 3456457. Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides. Work in a small home setting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary. Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion. FT/PT
positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling. 1st,
2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program. FT

includes full benefits pkg. If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in person at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00

2
Bedroom
Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. FURNISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLN WOOD PINETREE
345-6000.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now leasing 2BR furnished Apts.
Quiet place to live & study! No
pets.
McArthur
Manor
Apartments. 345-2231
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus.
AC,
carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease. 3453232 day.
_________________________01
1 bdrm apt. close to EIU Ex condition, central air, No Pets. 3457286.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments. 3BR for 23 people. NO PETS. 348-8305.
_________________________01
Great
3 bedroom furnished
Uptown apt. central a.c carp.
known as the Hank O’Day suites
Ask for Mike 348-8018 or 3485266, leave msg.
_______________________9/17
Rm. Quiet study friendly. close to
EIU
campus.
Kitchen,
washer/dryer. All utilities Paid,
$275 month. 1 avail now, 2 avail
spring. 345-5456
_______________________9/26

six drawers, good condition. $20,
O.B.O. Call 345-0727.
_______________________9/10
VIACREME.
Unique new
woman’s product. Ever since
Viagra for men, women have been
asking “Where’s ours?” 345-2629
_______________________9/12
Computer monitor, keyboard,
tower. 300MHZ, 64MB, 6.4 gig
hard drive, Only $200.
Call
Jayson at 345-0776.
_______________________9/12
1990 Red Ford Probe GT. 150K.
SELL AS IS, best offer. Call
Megan @ 345-6283.
_______________________9/14
90 Dodge Ram Van, Removable
seats. A/C, 125k. $2,600. Ken
Bower. 348-6713.
_______________________9/18
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Charleston, great starter or investment, privacy fenced, corner lot,
garage, new roof, NO CONTRACT SALES, 348-5607
_______________________9/20
Large mixed breed dog found on
the South East edge of

from September 17th through
October 29th. Please call Nicole
Forsythe at 581-7786 to sign up.
_______________________9/13
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida. Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash
and
free
trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

______________________10/12

For rent
Apt for Rent. Spacious one BR,
OSP, Central heat/ air. Utilities
included. $450/month 348-7987.
________________________9/7
Roomate needed for fall and
spring semester, call (217)5128022.
________________________9/7
Large, clean 4 BR house. 1530
2nd St. $230/person. 345-2564
_______________________9/11
House For Rent. Up to 6BR
Completely remodeled. 1409 9th
St. $250 per student per month.
No pets. Must see. Call 708-3863240.
_______________________9/12
1 Bedroom House Near Campus.
Available Now. 345-4010.
_________________________01
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th
St. across from Buzzard. For
more information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets 345-7286
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY! NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS. 345-2231.
_________________________01
New 2 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included.
NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 OR 3463161.
_________________________01

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

For sale
Men’s mountain bike (MOAB)like new. Metallic green, approximately 1 year old. $900 new,
ASKING PRICE $400
Please call for more information.
348-1360 after 6pm (machine)
_______________________9/11
Wood desk, 30’’h x 42’’w x 21’’d,

Lost and found
Charleston on September 5.
Describe collar to claim. 3459215.
_______________________9/13
RESERVE YOUR FUNCTION AT
MOTHER’S TODAY!
GREAT

Sublessors
DEALS AND LOTS OF FUN. DJ,
JUICE BAR AND SNACKS
INCLUDED.
345-2171, 9AM11AM
_________________________00
ADULT
NOVELTIES
+
Bachelor/ette gags, gifts, cards &
games! GRAND BALL. 609 S
Sixth, chas, T-F 10-6, Sat 10-2
________________________9/7
Adult female cat needs new
home. She is a 3 year old calico:
vaccinated, declawed,neutered.
Please help. Call Peter at 2766896.
_______________________9/10
The Health Education Resource
Center is holding a Freedom from
Smoking class on Monday nights
at 7:00 pm. The class is located
on the 3rd floor of the Student
Services building. An orientation
session will be held on Monday
September 10th. Classes will run

ADVERTISE!

CampusClips
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL. Panhellenic Fall Recruitment
First Round Events. September 7, 2001 starting at 4:30pm
in the Grand Ballroom.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL. Fall Recruitment Second
Round Events. September 8, 2001 at 2:30pm in University
Ballroom.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL. Preference Events.
September 9, 2001 at 3pm in Grand Ballroom.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Sunday Morning
Worship at 10:30am in Buzzard Hall Auditorium. Join us
for worship, fellowship and donuts(10am)! Come to learn
more about Christianity and meet new people in a Christian
environment. Everyone welcome!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse tonight from 10pm1am at the Wesley Foundation across 4th from Lawson.
Come over and enjoy the newly redecorated Lighthouse for
an evening of fun, dancing, visiting with friends, etc.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper, Sunday at
5:30pm at the Wesley Foundation across 4th from Lawson.
Come and have a homemade supper with your friends.
THE COUNSELING CENTER. Lifeskills Workshop,
Monday, September 10 at 7:30pm in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room. “Blasting Off” presented by Dr. Bud Edwards,
Counseling Center. This workshop will give important tips
on how to start the semester off strong. You will learn how
to budget your time, identify and prioritize what you want
and need, and conquer your motivation obstacles.
W.E.I.U 88.9 FM. Outlaw Radio tonight from 5-9pm.
Don’t forget Sat from 9pm-midnight and Sunday from 79pm. HipHop in the cornfields!
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY Friday Sept 7, 2001 at noon in
the Oakland Room of the Union. We are studying the book
of John.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.

Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Kind of atty.
5 Funny producer
15 Prefix with dermal
16 Frozen treat
17 “Did you forget
about me?”
18 Given to forcefully
19 They may be
fawning
20 Two-time U.S.
Open winner
Fraser
21 Loam component
22 Debut of
Oct. 11, 1975
23 Savior
24 Philosopher
Diderot

25 Member of the
First
Triumvirate
27 Mount ___
(Minnesota ski
resort)
30 Pleiades pursuer
31 Stay on top of
trends
35 Where the
going rate is
charged?
37 She followed
Lou as first
lady
39 No posh hotels
41 Mentor of
Eminem
42 1999 air strike
authorizer
43 Deep sleeps
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44 Michael
Bolton’s “How
___ Be Lovers”
48 Doing business
50 Hoops competition, briefly
51 Specialty
52 Pluto’s purview
54 Castor and
Pollux’s mother
55 Program interruption
57 Scene of heavy
W.W. I fighting
58 Torn, say
59 Catalog
60 Millionaire’s
address?
61 Grub
1
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DOWN
Place of poor
radio reception
Recognizing
Heavy metal
producer?
Some cats
Passenger
vehicle
Choice word?
Literally, empty
orchestra
End of the
year, for some
Smart-alecky
Backstabber
Loo message
It may be made
on the rebound
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Puzzle by Brendan Emmett Quigley

13 Potentially pathogenic strain
14 Checks for letters?
23 Plant of the
nightshade
family
24 Gave extra
attention
26 End of the
world?
28 Wows
29 No later than,
informally

31 No angel
32 Heavenly sight
33 Land of
13,500+
islands
34 Most scorching
36 Case studier’s
org.
38 They may follow computer
crashes
40 “Ha, that was
funny”
43 Certain stanza

44 Camp craft
45 Rock tour
venue
46 Semiaquatic
swimmers
47 Somewhat
irresolute?
49 Nez ___
52 Weight
53 Parrot
54 1988 Masters
winner
56 Court matter

On the Verge of the Weekend

Tim’s Hip Hop
Rap-Up
Aaliya tribute tonight on
Outlaw Radio
by tim edwards

Staff writer

I’m dedicating my column this
week to the late Aaliyah D.
Haughton. She was truly a talented solo artist with a bright
future.
Outlaw Radio (89.9 F.M.) will
be broadcasting a tribute to the
solo artist at 7 p.m. tonight by
playing an hour of her top hits.
Aaliyah’s death, as the result
of a plane crash, was a terrible
shock to me. Unlike Tupac or
Notorious B.I.G there was really
no way to see this tragedy coming.
Media outlets said it wasn’t
her time to go, but this really
exemplified to me that despite
being young and healthy you
can go at anytime. I feel we all
have a timeline on how long our
life will be.
Aaliyah accomplished more
in her short time on this earth
than most people do in 100
years. Now that she’s gone we
will never know just how much
more she could have accomplished.
The media repeatedly stated

after the singer’s death that she
was a rising star, but I really
believe she was already an
established star as her songs
demonstrate.
I admit that when I first heard
Aaliyah’s self titled LP, I didn’t
feel the rhythm right away. Her
style was different than previous
releases, although it revealed
the tremendous talent she possessed.
I’m accustomed to Aaliyah utilizing hip hop beats in her R&B
songs. Timberland produced her
first hit single from the LP titled
“Resolution.” If you listen closely
to the music, you can observe
that she was clamoring for a
more neosoul feeling from the
album.
The abilities she demonstrated
on her latest effort really show
how far she has matured musically and how much she has
refined her music.
The unique thing about
Aaliyah was she was always
striving to improve her music.
There is no telling how good she
could have been in a couple of
years.
However Aaliyah was not
always a mainstream solo artist.

She received her first big
break at the age of 11 when
she performed with Gladys
Knight in Los Angeles. People
close to her said she always had
a knack for singing whether it
was in church or at school
plays.
Practicing her singing skills
was something she had ample
time to do with the support of
her parents, who provided her
with numerous vocal lessons.
After Aaliyah had worked her
way up in the music business
she starting shuffling out hits
such as “Down With the Click”
and “Back and Forth.”
In the meantime she also took
up acting. She starred in the
modernized version of “Romeo
and Juliet” titled “Romeo Must
Die.” She recorded for the film’s
soundtrack and busted out
another chart topper, “Try
Again.”
Aaliyah definitely had a future
in the movie industry. She was
planning on acting in two
sequels to the hit movie, “The
Matrix.”
She was a superstar in the
making and she will be truly
missed.

These books are definitely worth a read
Key: F-Fiction; NF-Nonfiction; HHardcover; P-Paperback
1. “Time and Again” by Nora
Roberts (Silhouette) (F-P)
2. “Seduction in Death” by J.D.
Robb (Berkeley) (F-P)
3. “Who Moved My Cheese?”
by Spencer Johnson (Putnam) (NFH)
4. “Captain Underpants and the
Wrath of the Wicked Wedgie
Woman” by Dav Pilkey (Scholastic)
(F-P)
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5. “Touching Evil” by Kay
Hooper (Bantam) (F-P)
6. “The Wild Blue” by Stephen E.
Ambrose (Simon & Schuster) (NF-H)
7. “Envy” by Sandra Brown
(Warner) (F-H)
8. “The Prayer of Jabez” by
Bruce Wilkinson (Multnomah) (NFH)
9. “Rose” by V.C. Andrews
(Pocket) (F-P)
10. “Heartbreaker” by Julie
Garwood (Pocket) (F-P)

11. ”16 Lighthouse Road” by
Debbie Macomber (Mira) (F-P)
12. “Valhalla Rising” by Clive
Cussler (Putnam) (F-H)
13. “John Adams” by David
McCullough (Simon & Schuster)
(NF-H)
14. “Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone” by J.K. Rowling;
Illustrated by Mary GrandPre
(Scholastic) (F-P)
15. “Dr. Death” by Jonathan
Kellerman (Ballantine) (F-P)

DOONESBURY

Fatboy Slim
tops
NEW YORK (AP) — Fatboy
Slim’s “Weapon of Choice”
video was the leading winner
at Thursday’s MTV Video
Music Awards, winning five of
the nine awards for which it
was nominated.
The “Weapon of Choice”
clip by Fatboy Slim, a DJ,
doesn’t even feature the artist;
its star is actor Christopher
Walken, dancing around an
empty hotel lobby. Among the
early awards it nabbed was
for best direction, for Spike
Jonze, and best choreography.
Comedian-host Jamie Foxx
got the evening off to a somewhat raunchy start. After parodying the evening’s setting at
the Metropolitan Opera House
with opera renditions of hits
like
“Bootylicious,”
he
launched into a monologue
that had to be bleeped by
MTV censors.
Foxx had previously said he
would not lampoon celebrities
during the show, but apparently had a change of heart, joking about Mariah Carey’s
recent nervous breakdown
and Backstreet Boy A.J.
McLean’s battle with alcohol
abuse.
The Backstreet Boys gave
out the evening’s first award,
for best hip-hop video. Before
OutKast picked up their trophy, McLean thanked MTV

and fans for supporting him
during his recent stint in
rehab.
“Today is 64 days sober,
and I’m proud of it,” he said to
applause.
As the group made its way
off the stage, Foxx held out a
bottle to them. “You want
some champagne, some
champagne?,” he joked
before the stunned crowd. “It’s
apple cider, apple cider! You
can drink apple cider, can’t
you?”
Moments later, however, the
mood turned somber with a
tribute to Aaliyah, who was
killed Aug. 25 in a plane
crash. Janet Jackson, Missy
“Misdemeanor”
Elliott,
Ginuwine and Timbaland
joined Aaliyah’s brother,
Rashad Haughton, in remembering the 22-year-old singer
and actress, who was to be a
presenter Thursday evening.
“I think what we’ve got to
learn out of this to appreciate
each other while we’re here
on earth,” said Elliott, who
wore a white jacket with
Aaliyah’s image on the back
and her name on the side. “I
love you Aaliyah, and you’re
forever missed.”
Among the evening’s performers was Lopez, who sang
her latest hit “I’m Real” with
rapper Ja Rule during the
show, and Linkin Park.

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios *Central Air *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people *Reasonable Utilities *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC
A PA RTMENTS
345-6000

2219 S. 9TH ST. APT. #17
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

SHOUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
READY TO

THROW YOU OUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT

YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY

FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Modern twist on Shakespeare is s‘O’ marvelous
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer

“O” is about love, love that
a son wants from his father,
love that a man wants from a
woman that he can never have
and love that a woman wants
from her distant boyfriend.
From love comes jealousy,
jealousy that comes from not
being as good as someone
else, jealousy of a possible
affair between a man’s best
friend and girlfriend.
From jealousy comes anger,
anger from being picked on
constantly, anger from a man
seeing his dream of a perfect
life coming apart at the seams.
Finally, revenge comes for
all these characters, trying to
get what they believe is theirs
and to right the wrongs against
them.
When you bring these emotions together, you get a story
that is the most powerful and
well-written film script of the
year.
Main character Odin James
(Mekhi Phifer), the only black
kid in a high school full of rich
white kids, has been brought to
the school for his skills on the
basketball court. Putting the
whole team on his shoulders,
he takes them far into the playoffs, winning the love of his
coach (Martin Sheen) and Desi
(Julia Stiles), the daughter of
the Dean.
Everything is going right for
Odin until Hugo (Josh
Hartnett), the angry son of the
coach, star ts planning a
vicious downfall for Odin.
Getting Roger Rodriguez
(Elden Henson), the outcast of

ber
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the school, to help him, Hugo
makes Odin believe that Desi
is cheating on him with his best
friend.
The emotions and lies start
piling up and climaxing in a
bloody and tragic ending.
“O”, written superbly by
Brad Kaaya, is a tour de force
on all levels. Kaaya stays very
faithful to the Shakespeare
tragedy Othello, while also
making the characters and situations fit perfectly into present
times.
Tim Blake Nelson (the
dumbest of the Soggy Bottom
Boys from “O Brother Where
Art Thou?”) directs the movie
with an unflinching eye. In the
many scenes of lust and violence, Nelson keeps the camera on the action long after
most directors would have cut
to the next scene.
This makes the audience
very uneasy and it helps convey the points the movie was
trying to make.
Although the direction and
the writing are superb in the
movie, what really sets it high
above most others is the acting.
The strongest acting in this
movie isn’t when the actors are
reading their dialogue, but
their actions in-between their
lines and in the many scenes
with little to no dialogue.
The look on Hugo’s face during a pep rally where his dad
tells Odin that he loves him
and never mentions or even
looks at Hugo almost makes
Hugo seem like a tragic figure
and not the villain.
Odin’s simmering rage during the slam dunk contest and

speech at the end of the movie
are the best pieces of acting
that the talented Phifer has
done.
Yet, the most intense scene
was when Robert is trying not
to cry while being repeatedly
flicked in the ears at the basketball game. Although Robert’s
eyes are tearing up, the rest of
his body will not let that happen because that would prove
to his bullies that they won.
These scenes in “O,” all
acted with a passion that you
do not often see in many teen
movies, tell more about the
actions of the characters than
20 pages of dialogue could
have. Although in most cases,
the subtle acting jobs are usually ignored, it would be a
shame if none of these great
performances were recognized
at awards time.
“O” is a movie that will stick
in your head long after the
lights go up in the theater.
Although the movie deals with
teenagers, it is not what audiences would expect of a teen
movie.
“O” deals with problems of
youth today in a manner that is
not exploitative, but just a
device to tell a very compelling
and tragic story.
It is a powerful movie with
incredible performances from
both Josh Hartnett and Mekhi
Phifer.
To put it simply, “O” is filmmaking in its finest form and is
a movie that shouldn’t be
missed.
hhhh stars
(Out of four stars)

Josh Hartnett and Mehki Phifer, stars of the movie “O,” get into a fight
over their love, Julia Stiles. “O” is a modernized version of William
Shakespeare’s classic play “Othello.”
Photo Courtesy of www.othemovie.com

Like
to write about music and
movies??? Write for the Verge!
Call Amber or Karen @
2812
These folks just got done
advertising with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...

Fall calendars are filling up with special events
Job fairs, rush, formals, homecoming, anytime
Don t forget to add Shear Professionals to your schedule!

Shear Professionals
503 Buchanan- Charleston
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Returns w/ Guest DJ JEREMY J.
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just look how elated they
are. Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?

cuts- clipper or scissor, color, highlights, perms, up-dos

Come
and
See...
“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”

SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
7th & Madison 1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427

Insight
ht tp:// www. eiu.edu/~i nsight

An electronic bulletin sent monthly to all students explaining federal and state
holidays, major religious observances, and other holidays. Office of Civil Rights and Diversity

Need Money To Fix That Old Car?
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